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S1. SELF-PULSING MECHANISM.

Driven optical micro and nano-cavities in the classical regime are often modelled using

temporal coupled-mode theory, the specific formulation of which depends on the boundary

conditions, i.e., on the way the cavity is excited [1]. For a photonic crystal cavity bidirec-

tionally coupled to a bus waveguide, the fibre tapered loop in our experiments, used for

excitation at power Pin = h̄ωL|ain|2 and frequency ωL, the equation governing the complex

electric field amplitude (in the frame rotating at ωL) can be written as:

da(t)

dt
= i∆a(t)− κ

2
a(t) +

√
κe
2
ain (S1)

where a(t) is normalized such that the intracavity photon number is given by nc(t) =

a∗(t)a(t), ∆ = ωo − ωL is the detuning, κ the overall photonic decay rate and κe the

total photon decay rate into the extrinsic channel used for excitation, in this case the bus

waveguide. The outcoupled field satisfies aout = ain +
√

κe
2
a, where we have considered that

the bidirectional coupling is symmetric. This equation admits a simple steady state solution

a for a CW-laser drive, the intra-cavity photon number nc = |a|2 being:

nc =
κe/2

(κ/2)2 + ∆2

Pin
h̄ωL

(S2)

The resonant circulating intensity, I, can be estimated [2] in a high-Q and small volume

V optical resonator as I = Pin

(
λ

2πng

)
(Q/V ), where Pin is the input excitation power at

wavelength λL and ng is the group index of the resonant mode. For an input power of 1

mW and a typical silicon OMC mode with Q ∼ 5 · 104 and V = 2.4(λ/n)3, this corresponds

to 1.8GW/m2. This large stored energy results in a significant non-linear behaviour of the

dielectric medium. In the case of silicon, due to its central symmetry, the second order

susceptibility tensor is null and only third order terms need to be considered [3]. To such

order, the main non-linear processes in silicon for single frequency operation in the telecomm
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range are two-photon absorption (TPA) and a dispersive Kerr effect, arising from the real

and imaginary parts of the third order susceptibility of electronic origin. Nevertheless, free

carrier absorption (FCA) needs to be considered since a large population of free carriers

Ne can be generated, precisely due to two-photon absorption. A schematic describing the

microscopic nature of these two phenomena can be found at the top of Fig. S1. Last, most of

the absorbed optical power in the cavity will be released to the lattice through the decay of

the photoexcited carriers, increasing its temperature. The decay being much faster than the

dynamics of the temperature, the energy transfer from the electron population to the lattice

can be considered inmediate for the purposes of modelling the temperature field in the cavity.

Such temperature rise in the cavity region will in turn produce a shift in the cavity resonant

frequency ωo of opposite sign to the one mediated by the presence of free carriers. Following

the derivations in [4–6], all such non-linear processes can be microscopically introduced into

Maxwell’s equations with the corresponding non-linear polarization terms, and then cast

into the coupled mode formalism by writing:

da(t)

dt
= i∆a(t)−

(
κ

2
+

c2

n2
Si

h̄ωlβTPA|a(t)|2

2VTPA
+

c

nSi

σrNe

2VFCA

)
a(t) +

√
κeain (S3a)

∆ = ωL −
(
ωo −

ωo
nSi

σiNe

VFCA
+
ωo
nSi

nT∆T

)
(S3b)

where, in addition to the cavity losses in the linear regime (κ/2), the absorbed power due to

two-photon absorption and free carrier absorption have been considered in (S3a). Dispersion

due to free carriers Ne and temperature increase ∆T have also been introduced as can be

seen in the equation for the detuning in (S3b). Here βTPA is the tabulated two-photon

absorption coefficient [7], VTPA and VFCA the characteristic volumes of the two-photon and

free-carrier absorption processes, respectively, nSi the refractive index of silicon, c the speed

of light, σr and σi the free-carrier absorption and dispersion cross-sections [8] and nT the

first-order refractive index variation caused by temperature. Here, we have already dismissed

the dispersion associated to the Kerr effect due to the difference in magnitude compared

to free-carrier dispersion and thermo-optic dispersion. We note here that linear absorption

does not appear explicitly in (S3a) since its effect is already taken into account through the

intrinsic cavity losses κi, that contribute to κ. This implies that solely considering linear

absorption already requires solving a much more complex system in which Ne and ∆T have

a prominent role in the dynamics. Actually, in the sample explored in this manuscript, linear

absorption dominates over the rest of the terms for the power levels considered and little to
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no difference is observed when disregarding the two-photon absorption term. The influence

of the free carrier population Ne and the temperature increase ∆T in Eqs. (S3a) and (S3b)

imply that their dynamics need to be tracked too. These are obviously very complex space

and time-dependent processes, but can be cast in the following form when the absorption

processes mentioned and phenomenological decay rates are considered:

dNe(t)

dt
= −γfcNe +

1

2

c2

n2
Si

h̄ωlβTPA
VTPA

|a(t)|4 +
c

nSi

αlin
Reff

|a(t)|2 (S4)

d∆T (t)

dt
= −γth∆T+

1

ρSiCp,SiVeff,T

(
c2

n2
Si

βTPA
VTPA

|a(t)|4 +
c

nSi

σrNe(t)

VFCA
|a(t)|2 +

c

nSi

αlin
Reff

|a(t)|2
)

(S5)

where we have considered unavoidable linear absorption in addition to TPA and FCA. Here

αlin is the linear absorption coefficient [9], Reff represents the inverse of the fraction of the

optical mode inside the silicon, ρSi and Cp,Si the density and constant-pressure specific heat

capacity of silicon, Veff,T an effective thermal volume for the cavity and γfc and γth the

free-carrier and thermal decay rates.

An understanding of the dynamic behaviour of an optical cavity driven at high enough

power requires the simultaneous solution of Equations (S3a), (S4) and (S5). In order to

simplify those, we can use the characteristic times involved in the different physical pro-

cesses. For the optical modes we deal with in this work, the decay time of the optical mode

(∼ ps) is orders of magnitude faster than the nonlinear dispersion mechanisms (∼ ns). As a

consequence, we can asume Ne and ∆T to be constant in the time-scales involved in (S3a).

In addition, the losses induced by the non-linear processes can be first neglected with respect

to the linear ones due to the apparent high presence of surface states in our SOI-based

photonic structures, a possible reason for the low quality factors experimentally observed.

Solving for the steady state intra-cavity photon number nc as in (S2), we can actually

restrict our system of equations to (S4) and (S5) by considering the adiabatic response of

the optical cavity using the steady state number of photons (S2) with a time-dependent

detuning (S3b) and replacing |a(t)|2= nc(t) in (S4) and (S5). These simplified equations

can be integrated without much computational effort and capture most of the experimental

features in the presented experiment as well as in our previous experiments [10]. We consider

all parameteres defining the equations above, except the laser parameters Pin and ωL, as

given. In most situations, the dynamic solution to the system of differential equations is a
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Supplementary Figure S1: Self-pulsing dynamics of a highly driven silicon optical

cavity. Driven at high powers, the dynamics of free-carriers Ne and temperature changes ∆T

need to be tracked. They couple dispersively to the optical resonance and can end up leading to

periodic but highly anharmonic dynamical states. Both dynamical variables ∆T (a) and Ne (b)

display a periodic behaviour at frequency νSP , forming a closed trajectory in phase space (e). The

resulting time-periodic detuning ∆ between the optical cavity and the driving laser modualtes the

photon number nc and the transmission, the typical time trace of which is shown in (d). (e) Fast

Fourier transform (FFT) of the time trace. Time and frequency are given relative to the thermal

decay rate γth.

fixed or equilibrium point in the phase space defined by {Ne,∆T} which leads to a stable

spectral shift of the cavity mode, typically dominated by the thermal part and referred to

as a thermo-optic shift [11]. For particular combinations of Pin and ωL stable limit cycles

exist in phase space. With initial conditions {Ne(0),∆T (0)} inside the bassin of attraction
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of this limit cycle, the dynamic solution in the limit t → ∞ tends to the cycle, forming

a periodic closed trajectory in phase space {N∗e (t),∆T ∗(t)} - a self-pulsing (SP) limit

cycle [4]- which is generally highly anharmonic. The typical shape of this closed trajectory,

as well as the resulting temporal traces for Ne, ∆T , ∆ and the transmission T are obtained

by numerical integration and are depicted in Fig. S1(a,b,c,d,e). Panel (f) sows the Fast

Fourier Tranform (FFT) of the transmission trace in (d), taken over many oscillation periods.

Since in most experiments our knob is the laser wavelength λL (the laser frequency ωL) it

is interesting to study how the SP evolves with λL as this one is scanned accross the optical

cavity mode of frequency ωo. Numerically solving the set of equations described above

for many laser wavelengths leads to the colormap of the radiofrequency spectrum shown

in Fig. S2(a). To mimick experimental measurement conditions, these simulations start

with a laser drive on the blue side of the resonance. The initial conditions at for numerical

integration at each wavelength correspond to the the solution {Ne(t∗),∆T (t∗), x(t∗)} of the

previous wavelength, with t∗ chosen such that the solution has reached a steady-state.

S2. MECHANICAL LASING.

The system of equations described above only considers the optical response of the sys-

tem. If the optical cavity of interest is coupled to a mechanical mode of frequency Ωm and

dissipation rate Γm via radiation-pressure with a vaccuum optomechanical coupling rate go,

the dynamics of the mechanical mode might have to be considered, at least for particular

values of the laser drive Pin and λL. Even if the coupling rate go is low or if the system

is far from the sideband resolved condition (κ < Ωm), where the response of the mechani-

cal resonator to an external stimulus is truly modified [12], the periodic modulation of the

photon number nc(t) at frequency νSP induced by the development of a SP limit-cycle can

drive the mechanical mode into a coherent oscillation state. This happens whenever νSP or

any of its harmonics M is close to the mechanical frequency Ωm. Since the SP mechanism

has no fundamental natural frequency of its own, once the mechanical resonator is excited

the self-pulsing is entrained to oscillate at the frequency of the mechanical mode for some

range of the drive parameters. Actually, for considerably large absolute values of go and
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Supplementary Figure S2: Simulated radiofrequency spectra as a function of wave-

length with and without the mechanical resonator. (a) Radiofrequency spectra of the

transmission time trace as a function of the laser wavelength λL without (a) and with (b) the

mechanical mode at Ωm = 54 MHz. When the mechanical motion is taken into account, the sys-

tem can evolve to mechanical lasing, driven by the self pulsing-induced modulation of the cavity

photons nc(t). Frequency entrainment occurs when νSP is close to being an integer multiple of the

mechanical frequency mνSP = Ωm. Three such values of m are highlighted with arrows and are

denoted as M3, M2 and M1, depening on the value of m.

high mechanical dissipation Γm the self-pulsing might never occur without excitation of the

mechanical mode, leading to sharp jumps between lasing states with different harmonics M

of the SP limit cycle, which is what we observe in our experiment and is depicted in Figure

1 of the main text. To understand the observed dynamics, the following system of equations
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now needs to be solved:

dNe(t)

dt
= −γfcNe +

1

2

c2

n2
Si

h̄ωlβTPA
VTPA

nc(t)
2 +

c

nSi

αlin
Reff

nc(t) (S6)

d∆T (t)

dt
= −γth∆T +

1

ρSiCp,SiVeff,T

(
c2

n2
Si

βTPA
VTPA

nc(t)
2 +

c

nSi

σrNe(t)

VFCA
nc(t) +

c

nSi

αlin
Reff

nc(t)

)
(S7)

d2x(t)

dt2
+ Γm

dx(t)

dt
+ Ω2

mx(t) = h̄
go

xzpfmeff

nc(t) (S8)

where x(t) is the generalized coordinate for the displacement of the mechanical mode and

meff its effective mass. The two first equations correspond to the ones solved in the previous

Section and the third describes the dynamics of the mechanical resonator under the action

of radiation pressure force FRP (t) = h̄ go
xzpf

n(t). In this last equation, the action of thermal

Langevin forces is left out for simplicity, although those are necessary to experimentally

observe the mechanical modes at low driving powers. Due to the low frequency MHz modes

considered herein, these three equations are solved again considering the adiabatic response

of the optical cavity to the rest of the dynamics, i.e. nc(t) = nc(t) which implies

nc =
κe/2

(κ/2)2 + ∆2

Pin
h̄ωL

(S9)

and the detuning

∆ = ωl −
(
ωo −

ωo
nSi

σiNe

VFCA
+
ωo
nSi

nT∆T − go
xzpf

x

)
(S10)

now includes the dispersive effect of the mechanical mode displacement on the optical cavity.

For ease of understanding, Fig. S2(b) depicts what happens for an optomechanical

system where both regions of pure self-pulsing and mechanical lasing are visible. Several

entrainment plateaus show the different orders M of the mechanical lasing, where the M -th

harmonic of the SP frequency, MνSP coincides with the mechanical frequency Ωm. Except

for the inclusion of the mechanical dynamics and the optomechanical coupling rate go, the

rest of the parameters are kept as in the previous section. This allows us to understand how

the SP mechanism acts as a driving term for the mechanical lasing, as can be easily seen

by comparing Figures S2(a) and (b), where regions of pure SP are practically equivalent.

Whenver go or Γm increase, it is easier to drive the mechanical mode at a frequency

difference Ωm − nνSP , and a minimal drive can end up locking the SP to a subharmonic,
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which results in spectra similar to the one observed experimentally, where regions of pure

SP are not observed.

S3. INJECTION-LOCKING DYNAMICS.

We develop now a numerical model to qualitatively describe the experimental results

obtained for the injection locking experiment. For such purpose, we only have to add the

effect of modulating the incoming laser power Pin via the electro-optic modulator (EOM).

The time-dependent input power is given by Pmod = Pincos2
(
π V−Vπ

2Vπ

)
, where Pin is again

the input excitation power entering the EOM, V the voltage applied to the EOM and

Vπ is the characteristic half-wave voltage, which for our EOM is Vπ = 6.7V . The voltage

used in this work is given by V = VDC + VACcos(2πfmodt), where VDC is fixed at the opti-

mal modulation point VDC = Vπ/2 and VAC can be varied by using the VNA as an RF source.

Using the same time-scale arguments as the ones evoqued for the free-carrier, temperature

and mechanical dynamics, the response of the optical cavity to the power modulation can

be considered instantaneous (the modulation frequencies fmod are close to the mechanical

frequency Ωm) and we can this time set the intracavity photon number shown in Eq. (S9)

as:

nc =
κe/2

(κ/2)2 + ∆2

Pmod
h̄ωL

(S11)

which implies that the numerical resolution of the equations is practically equivalent to

what is done for the standard mechanical lasing. Note however that being able to spectrally

resolve the two peaks, the modulation and lasing peaks, whenever they are very close in

frequency requires extremely long simulation time windows. For example, for a frequency

difference |ΩOMO − fmod| = 0.01 MHz in the unlocked regime, resolving the two peaks

requires a time window of (at the very) least 100 µs. However, even longer times are

required in practice since the solution only becomes stable after some initial time. The

simulations shown here use a time span t ∈ [0, 400µs].

As explained in the main text, the use of a neighbour optical cavity allows us to readout

the mechanical dynamics via the non-vanishing cross coupling terms. In any case, what we
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Supplementary Figure S3: Radiofrequency spectra in the injection locking regime

Power spectral density (PSD) of the (a) transmission and (b) mechanical time traces. An external

modulation frequency far from the lasing frequency (fmod = 100.28 MHz, black solid line), leads

to two different peaks, while the external tone locks the mechanical lasing frequency for small

differences (fmod = 100.34 MHz, blue solid line).

can be certain is that the thermal and free-carrier effects are extremely low when reading

out the temporal dynamics of the outcoupled light in the neighbour cavity. This implies that

whatever we observe in that cavity can be directly compared to what is numerically obtained

for the mechanical resonator dynamics. Fig. S3 shows the numerical solutions obtained for

the injection locking scheme. Fig. S3(a) and (b) show the PSD obtained from both the

transmission and mechanical displacement time traces, mimicking the spectrum obtained

while measuring on the right (R) and left (L) respectively. The black curves correspond

to the spectrum for a modulation frequency fmod far from the mechanical frequency. The

absence of direct modulation on the mechanical time trace implies that the peak at the

modulation frequency is obviously much smaller than the mechanical lasing peak. The blue

plots correspond to a small detuning between the excitation frequency and the mechanical

frequency, and we clearly see that only a single peak is observed, which is what correspond

to the injection locked regime. Fig. S4(a) shows the color plot of the PSD signal as obtained

from the mechanical displacement time traces, illustrating the lock range for a modulation

voltage of VAC = 0.034Vπ. Fig. S4(b) and (c) show the reconstructed magnitude and phase

response from the simulated temporal traces of the mechanical displacement. The recovered
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Supplementary Figure S4: Numerical results reproducing the coherent response of the

mechanical signal (a) Color plot of the PSD of the transmitted signal obtained from the Right

cavity for a modulation voltage of VAC= 0.034 Vπ. (b) (c) Coherent magnitude and phase response

obtained from the temporal traces of the Right cavity.

response agrees well with the experimental measurements shown in Figure 2(b) and (d) of

the main manuscript.

The Arnold tongues shown are obtained by integrating the full system of equations

for several modulation frequencies fmod, using the solution {Ne(t∗),∆T (t∗), x(t∗)} of the

previous modulation frequency as an initial condition for each value of fmod. To mimick

the experimental observation, we show in Fig. S5 the Arnold tongue as observed from the

PSD colormaps of both the transmission time traces (a) and the mechanical time traces

(b). Much like in the experiment, whose spectra are shown in Figure 3 in the main text,

the lock range grows asymmetrically on both sides of the mechanical frequency (white

dashed line). The qualitative agreement with the experimetally obtained Arnold tongues

is obvious, although the size of the lock ranges for a particular modulation amplitude VAC

is much larger in the experimental setting. This discrepancy is likely due to the difficulty

in having a precise value for all of the governing parameters in the non-linear dynamical

equations of the optical cavity.
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Supplementary Figure S5: Simulated Arnold tongue as a function of the modulation

depth VAC . (a) Color plot of the transmitted signal FFT spectra and (b) the mechanical dis-

placement FFT spectra from VAC = 0.0149Vπ to VAC = 0.0472Vπ. The vertical dashed white line

highlights the oscillator frequency in the absence of any drive ΩOMO,0, while the other two delimit

the Lock range and evidence an asymmetric growth on both sides of ΩOMO,0.

S5. THE QUASI-LOCKED REGIME

When the experimental Arnold tongues are acquired with a very fine frequency drive

step, the end of the lock range is marked by a characteristic spectrum in the form of a

triangular-like single-sided spectra in what is called the quasi-locked regime [13]. This is

shown in Fig. S6 for a different set of data than the one shown in the main text. From top

to bottom are shown different states occurring when sweeping the frequency drive across

the Arnold tongue, with (b) and (c) corresponding to quasi-locking.
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Supplementary Figure S6: Quasi-locked dynamics. RF Spectra at different modulation

frequencies fmod corresponding respectively to the following states: (a) unlocked, (b) quasi-locked

at the lower frequency end, (c) injection-locked at exactly fOMO, (d) quasi-locked at the higher

frequency end and (e) unlocked.

S6. HIGHER-HARMONIC INJECTION-LOCKING.

Injection-locking of a regenerative oscillator can also be achieved close to higher-order

harmonics of the oscillation frequency, i.e., at fmod ∼ nfOMO [14]. This was checked exper-

imentally by carrying out measurements like the ones shown in Fig.4 of the main text but

using a modulation frequency around the first harmonic, i.e. n=2. This is shown, along

with measurements done at the direct oscillation frequency, i.e. n=1, in Fig. S7.
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Supplementary Figure S7: Experimental Arnold tongue at the first harmonic. (Color

online) Colormaps of the power spectral density (PSD) of light transmitted at the wavelength

of the probe laser for modulation amplitudes from VAC = 0.00275Vπ to VAC = 0.0153Vπ. (Left)

Modulation frequency fmod around fOMO,0 and (right) modulation frequency fmod around 2fOMO,0.

The dashed white lines mark either the frequency of the free-running oscillator at fOMO,0=100.355

MHz or its first harmonic.
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S7. MODE HYBDRIDIZATION AND PHONON DETECTION.

As mentioned in the manuscript, the string-like mechanical modes of both beams would

have exactly the same oscillation frequency Ωm,A = Ωm,B in the perfect case and would

hybridize into a symmetric (+) and antisymmetric (-) modes with frequencies Ωm,± = Ωm,A±

G, with G the coupling induced by the common tether. Fabrication disorder breaks the

symmetry and each mode has a different original oscillation frequency Ωm,A and Ωm,B.

For our structures, the level of fabrication disorder is relatively strong and the uncoupled

detuning ∆m = Ωm,A-Ωm,B is considerable, much bigger than the G induced by the coupling

tether(s) for this type of string-like mode. This implies that, once coupled, Ωm,+ ∼ Ωm,A

and Ωm,− ∼ Ωm,B or viceversa. Assuming the former case and that all other normal modes

of the uncoupled resonators are far in energy (which is obviously the case for this type of

mode), the modes can be written like

|+〉m = |A〉m + αm|B〉m (S12a)

|−〉m = |B〉m − αm|A〉m (S12b)

with 0 < αm � 1. The same happens for the optical modes of the structure but due to the

stronger dependence of the mode frequencies on the existing fabrication disorder (hole and

wing sizes, rugosity, loss of verticality, etc.) we can assume -and this is confirmed by the

huge experimental detunings observed- that they do not couple at all and set αo = 0. In

such case, we define the optomechanical coupling rates go between the original optical and

mechanical modes as go,|A〉m|A〉o = gA, go,|B〉m|B〉o = gB, go,|A〉m|B〉o = 0 and go,|B〉m|A〉o = 0,

where in principle we could expect gA to be similar to gB. However, one can easily see

that for the mechanical mode considered in this work, which is asymmetric with respect to

the nanobeam axis, one would expect no coupling at all to any symmetric/antisymmetric

optical mode gA = gB = 0. However, as is obtained from direct numerical simulation of

the geometries obtained from high-resolution SEM micrographs, the optical modes develop

a modified shape due to asymmetries in the fabricated structure, leading to an effective,

and in this particular example, high optomechanical couplings gA and gB which can be of

different absolute value and sign, depending on where the modified field is located. Indeed,

if the field relocates to one side of the beam, that side is contracted when the other side

of the beam is expanded in a string-like mode, leading to different sign of gA/B. When the
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tether is added, the optomechanical coupling terms can be cast like

go,|+〉m|A〉o = gA (S13a)

go,|−〉m|B〉o = gB (S13b)

go,|+〉m|B〉o = αmgB (S13c)

go,|−〉m|A〉o = αmgA (S13d)

which grants that, whatever the signs of gA and gB, the read-out of a particular oscillating

mechanical mode, e.g. |+〉m, with optical modes A and B leads to a particular phase rela-

tion, while the read-out of the other mode reads the same phase relation shifted by half a

cycle.

The value of αm is very weak in all of our experiments and therefore we need the mechanical

oscillator A (B) to be in a high amplitude state to be able to experimentally observe any sig-

nal by driving the neighbour optical cavity B (A). Since the OMCs used for the experiments

in the main text did not both reach the mechanical lasing state simultaneously, we present

here results obtained from another pair of coupled beams, with very similar geometry, only

with slightly longer structures, leading to lower mechanical frequencies ΩA and ΩB than

those observed in the main text. When weakly driving cavity A (B) and transducing the

thermal motion of mode A (B) we are unable to observe any signal above the noise floor of

our spectrum analyzer coming from thermal motion of nanobeam B (A), as can be seen on

Fig. S8(b). In panel (c) of the same figure, we see that when nanobeam A (blue) is brought

to a mechanical lasing state as the one described previously, we can also add a weak probe

driving cavity B (green) and read out both the mechanics of cavity A and its own thermal

motion. As seen in (d), the additional peak disappears when the laser driving optical mode

A is turned off, evidencing the distant phonon detection mechanism. This independent as-

sessment is achieved by using two narrow bandpass filters (BPFs) as discussed in the main

text. The experiment can be also reproduced in the reverse way (Fig. S9(a,b)), allowing us to

study the hybrid nature of the modes in more detail by looking at averaged temporal traces,

where any signal coming from the existing thermal motion vanishes. We see (Fig. S9(c))

that the signal of nanobeam A in a lasing state as read-out via its own optical mode and via

optical mode B have a fixed phase relation and that the fixed phase relation obtained for

the reverse case (d) is increased by π. As stated above, this confirms the presence of a phase

and an anti-phase oscillation of both beams in the two mechanical eigenmodes, even though
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Supplementary Figure S8: Phonon detection. (a) Optical resonance belonging to cavity A

and B when coupled through a common optical fiber. (b) Thermally driven mechanical resonances.

The small detuning is due to fabrication imperfections. (c) Detection of the cavity A in mechanical

lasing (blue) by employing cavity B (green), mechanically coupled via a common tether. (d) The

detected signal follows the phonon laser switching.

we cannot infer which mode is symmetric and which one is asymmetric without knowing the

particular signs of the coupling terms.
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